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Publishing Your Own Textbook 

  
"I have published with three of the top academic publishers, and they 
cannot compare to the quality, efficiency, competence, courteous and 
professional service I have received from Leslie Golden and her staff at CAT 
Publishing.  Communication, production and delivery are of the highest 
caliber.  It took me a long time to find CAT Publishing, but the discovery was 
well worth the search. Without blinking, I would recommend this 
company to anyone considering purchasing or publishing an academic 
book." 

Dr. E. Teipe, Fullerton College, Fullerton, California 
 

 

Custom Publishing Allows You To...  

• Publish your manuscript without any out-of-pocket 
expenses 

• Provide your students with a textbook that matches 
your unique teaching style and approach 

• Save time by not having to duplicate and distribute 
your material each semester 

• Receive royalties twice yearly for your contribution, 
or choose to defer your royalty and reduce the cost 
of your book  

 

Publishing Your Own Manuscript Allows You to… 

• Provide your students with exactly the material 
you want to cover using teaching materials you 
know to be effective  

• Include review/study questions and exercises 
throughout the text  

• Update & keep you text current  
• Increase student interest and involvement by 

using local and regional examples  
• Include the latest world news and events  

Contact CAT Publishing if...  

• You want a textbook that perfectly suits your classroom needs  
• You want a textbook that sells for less than other texts of comparable quality  
• You would like to receive royalties twice a year as compensation for your efforts  
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Your Colleagues Say it Best 
 “Working with CAT Publishing has been a real pleasure. They have been uniformly supportive 
of my vision for my book. They truly listened to my concerns and put in the time and energy 
needed to implement changes. I was left with the feeling that this was still my own book, not a 
‘child’ given up for adoption and no longer under my control. Instead, my ‘child’ had acquired a 
helpful and creative set of relatives who contributed willingly to its welfare. The author does 
more of the work than at a bigger press, but the pay-off is the book remains the book you thought 
you were writing. I highly recommend CAT Publishing." 
    Pem Davidson Buck, Elizabethtown Community College, Elizabethtown, KY 

"I have published with three of the top academic publishers, and they cannot compare to the 
quality, efficiency, competence, courteous and professional service I have received from Leslie 
Golden and her staff at CAT Publishing. Communication, production and delivery are of the 
highest caliber. It took me a long time to find CAT Publishing, but the discovery was well worth 
the search. Without blinking, I would recommend this company to anyone considering 
purchasing or publishing an academic book. " 
    Dr. E. Teipe, Fullerton College, Fullerton, California 

"Changing to CAT Publishing was the best economic decision I ever made. The books are easy 
to use, and the staff at CAT Publishing are most cooperative" 
    Dr. Gloria Hom, Mission College, Santa Clara, CA 

"A customized textbook really does make a difference. Being able to teach what you want, when 
you want, and how you want is invaluable, especially in a quarter course. The core texts are solid 
and CAT Publishing is flexible, reliable, prompt, and easy to work with. It doesn’t get any better 
than that." 
    Dr. David J. St. Clair, California State University, East Bay, Hayward, CA 

"Beautiful! Co-Authorship has renewed my interest in teaching. I am now challenged to mold a 
textbook that truly enhances the learning process. My students thank you." 
    Dr. R.S. Mirza, Vancouver Community College, British Columbia, Canada 

"Students pay only for those chapters that will be assigned. CAT is providing a much needed and 
valuable service for teaching faculty and I’m thoroughly satisfied." 
    Richard H. Willliams, Imperial Valley College, Imperial, CA 

"With today's textbook production technology, coauthoring is the short and efficient route to 
achieve a good fit between the course you teach and the materials to support that course. With 
this approach, you can tailor the text and ancillary materials to your own topical references and 
to the applications that match your individual emphasis. This is an ideal way to have your own 
text without incurring the enormous opportunity costs of preparing the entire set of materials." 
    Dr. Jim Willis, Retired Chair, Economics Department, San Jose State University, CA 

 



 
Publishing your Own Textbook… 

Here Is How It Works! 
 
First, prepare your manuscript using your word processor. Here are some points to keep in mind: 
 

• You will submit your manuscript to CAT as an electronic file. 
• CAT will assist you in selecting a style for your book. Some of the possibilities include: 

o One or two columns per page 
o Highlighted text boxes 
o Room for margin notes 
o Selection of headings and subheading styles as well as text size & fonts. 

• If your manuscript contains figures, charts or graphs please provide the original art work if 
available.  

o The staff at CAT is available to assist you in the creation of figures, charts or graphs. 
• CAT will generate the Table of Contents and an Index for your text using our software. 

o Index entries should be coded with index markers in the body of your text.  
• CAT will help you in selecting the cover artwork for your textbook. 
 
• The staff at CAT will be available to help you with every phase of your publishing project. 
 
• We request that you submit your electronic files at least 12 weeks prior to the start of your 

semester/quarter. (If this schedule presents a problem, please let us know. We specialize in 
customer service and will make every effort to accommodate your individual scheduling needs.) 

 
Next, submit your electronic files to CAT Publishing along with your completed Publishing 
Agreement, located at the back of this packet. CAT will ensure that your book is copyrighted and will 
assign your book an ISBN which is the 13 digit number used when placing your bookstore order.  
 
CAT Publishing will contact you to discuss the selling price of your book and the royalty per book 
sold. The selling price of your book is comprised of the production cost, your royalty per book and the 
bookstore mark-up.  For example, the cost of a 500 page text is approximately $40.00. If your royalty is 
$15.00 per book, the Bookstore will pay $55.00 ($40+15). Adding a standard bookstore mark-up of 25 
percent, the suggested list price will be $68.75 per book. (Note: We do not have control over the 
bookstore mark-up; therefore, for the purposes of estimating we have used an industry standard of 25 
percent.)  
 
CAT Publishing will disburse royalty checks semi-annually in March and October.  Royalties are 
based on bookstore sales less returns and word processing charges. 
 
There is no out-of-pocket expense to you. Any charges incurred to create your textbook will appear as 
a deduction of future royalties. For example, word processing charges, billed at $30.00 per hour, will be 
deducted from the first royalty check.  
 
Our goal is to work with you to make your publishing experience easy and rewarding.  
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PERMISSION FORM 
FOR BORROWED MATERIAL 

 
Dear Permissions Editor: 

 

I am preparing a manuscript entitled  __________________________, to be published by CAT Publishing Company of Palo 

Cedro, California, in ________________, 2008. The manuscript will be approximately ______ pages in length. The tentative 

selling price is $______, and the proposed distribution area is the United States and Canada. 

 

The material is intended for use primarily at _______________________________; however, copies may be sold elsewhere. 

 

I wish to obtain permission to reprint the following materials from your publication entitled 

______________________________________________________________ by ___________________________________ 

in the forthcoming edition as well as any future editions and revisions of my book. 

 

A credit line and permission notice for previously published material will include title, name of author or editor, publisher, 

city of publication, and date of copyright. If you require a special format for the credit line, please type the credit line as it is 

to appear:  

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________. 

 

If you do not have sole authority to grant this permission, please provide the name(s) and address(es) of the person(s) to 

whom this permission form should also be sent. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you in advance for your attention to this matter.  Please sign on the line provided below and return this letter to me as 

soon as possible. 

 

I hereby grant permission to reprint the material named above. 

 

___________________________________________    ______________________ 

Signature       Date  
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HOW TO PUBLISH YOUR OWN TEXTBOOK 
ANSWERS TO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 
Q. How do I submit my manuscript? 
A. Create your manuscript in your word processor. When you have your entire book completed, send an 
electronic file(s) of your manuscript to our office. We will prepare your text and send a proof copy for 
your review and authorization.  
 
Q. What are the costs? 
A. There will be no out-of-pocket expense to you. As long as you have the authority or permission for 
your text to be adopted and used in your class room and submit your text in completed form including 
all index entries properly marked in your electronic file, there is no cost to you. CAT will be happy to 
assist you in learning how to prepare your manuscript so that it is ready for submission to us including 
help in learning how to make index entries if you are not already familiar with this process. 
 
Q. What will CAT do to help me get my manuscript ready for publication? 
A. We will work with you to help select the best format and style for your textbook including overall 
layout, selection of a cover design, generation of a Table of Contents and an Index. We can also assist 
you in the selection of graphics to enhance your text as well as the creation of charts, figures and graphs 
that you may want to include in your text. 
 
Q. How are royalties paid? 
A. Royalties are based on net sales and are paid semi-annually. Royalties for texts sold during the 
Fall/Summer semesters (or comparable term) are issued March 15th . Royalties for textbooks sold during 
Spring semester (or comparable term) are issued October 15th . Your first royalty payment will be 
adjusted by the direct costs involved in the creation of your text.  
 
Q. How is the price of the textbook determined? 
A. CAT Publishing will help you determine the selling price for the text based on these three factors: 1) 
Production cost of the text, which is based on the number of pages, binding style etc. (your account 
representative will give you an estimate of the production costs); 2) The royalty you receive per book; 
and 3) The bookstore mark-up (usually 25 percent). 
 
Q. What about copyright protection for my text?  
A. CAT Publishing will complete and submit all the necessary paper work to ensure that your text is 
copyright protected. We will also assign an ISBN number and barcode to your text. 
 
Q. Is there a minimum enrollment required before I can publish my own textbook with CAT 
Publishing? 
A. You can become a published author with as few as 100 students per year. If your enrollments are 
close to the minimum, contact our office and we will make every effort to accommodate your needs.  
 
Q. How do I order my textbook? 
A. An ISBN (a standard identifying number) will be assigned to your textbook as soon as we receive 
your completed publishing agreement. You will use this number when placing your bookstore order, 
following the same ordering procedure that you currently use. Your bookstore will contact CAT 
Publishing with a purchase order, and we will make sure your textbooks are delivered to your bookstore 
prior to the start of the semester/quarter.  
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Date Mailed: __________ 

MANUSCRIPT CHECKLIST 
(Must accompany manuscript.) 

 
The purpose of this checklist is twofold: 
 

1) It is a means by which you can be sure your manuscript is complete. 
2) The information is essential in order for us to accurately publish your book. 
 

If this completed checklist does not accompany your manuscript, the publication date may be delayed. If you have any 
question please contact us. 
 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE YOUR RESPONSES 
 

I. Title and Author(s) 
 

A. Tile of Book __________________________________________ 
 
B. Preferred form and order of authors’ names as they are to appear on the title page: 
 

1. ________________________________________________ 
 
2. ________________________________________________ 

 
3. ________________________________________________ 
 
4. ________________________________________________ 

 
C. Where and when you can be reached while your manuscript is in production: 

 
Phone Numbers    Times Available 

 
 Home:  (_____) ___________________ _____________________ 
 
 Office:  (_____) ___________________ _____________________ 
 
 Other:  (_____) ___________________ _____________________ 
 

II. Manuscript 
 

A. If you have previously used borrowed copyrighted materials in your manuscript, are copies of all 
permission forms enclosed? 
 

   Yes    No 
 
B. Preferred type of binding: 

    
    Perfect (paperback) 
    Plastic Spiral: color __________ 
 

C.  Book to be printed: 
   
   Two-sided 
   Single-sided 
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Manuscript Checklist (continued) 
 

D. Special Instructions: 
 
 ________________________________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________ 
 

 
III. Enrollment & due dates 
 

A. Indicate your approximate enrollment numbers in the courses for which the book is intended: 
                              
                  Estimated Enrollment      Start Date 

 
1. Fall  ________________ _____________ 
 
2. Winter ________________ _____________ 
 
3. Spring  ________________ _____________ 
  
4. Summer ________________ _____________ 

 
B. Sales copies needed on campus by: ______________ 
 
C. Additional staff copies needed by: ______________ Number: ____ 
 

 
IV. Royalties 
 

A. Royalty checks to be made payable to: 
     
 

_____________________________________     ___________________________ 
  Name            Social Security Number 
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CAT Publishing  
PUBLISHING AGREEMENT 

 
PUBLISHING AGREEMENT made on ______________, by and between, ____________________ hereinafter called 
CO-AUTHOR and CAT Publishing hereinafter called Publisher with its principal place of business at 10793 
Northgate Drive, Palo Cedro, California, 96073. 
 
1. THE WORK. CO-AUTHOR will prepare for publication a work, titled: ___________________________________ 
in consideration of the mutual covenants by each party to be kept and performed byCO- AUTHOR and Publisher, 
they agree to collaborate in the preparation and use of the Work and all subsequent revisions as follows. This 
agreement may be canceled by either party prior to the typesetting and/or printing of the Work 
 
2. MANUSCRIPT.  CO-AUTHOR agrees to prepare a manuscript using a word processor that is compatible with 
publisher’s software, such as Microsoft Word, and provide publisher with the electronic file(s).  The manuscript 
will include all desired index entries, coded & entered correctly, in the body of the text. The costs of implementing 
the CO-AUTHOR’S manuscript into a final form-ready for printing, such as fees for word processing or the 
creation of figures, graphs or charts (charged at the rate of $30 per hour), as well as any costs for artwork, or other 
directly related costs will be charged against the CO-AUTHOR’S future royalty payments. CO-AUTHOR agrees to 
proofread and mark corrections. CO-AUTHOR warrants that he/she is the sole proprietor of the Work; that the 
Work has not been previously published except as disclosed to Publisher; that CO-AUTHOR is the sole owner of 
the rights being conveyed to Publisher; that the Work is original and does not infringe upon any statutory 
copyright or common law copyright, and that the extent that materials may be used by written permission of the 
copyright holder, CO-AUTHOR will provide written permission from the copyright holder to Publisher at the 
time the complete manuscript is delivered. CO-AUTHOR shall indemnify and hold Publisher harmless against 
and from any loss, expense, or damage it may suffer by reason of a breach of any of the foregoing warranties. 
 
3. PUBLICATION. Upon receipt of complete and final manuscript, acceptable to Publisher in form and content, 
Publisher and CO-AUTHOR shall determine the price of the Work to be sold, although Publisher has the right to 
limit the retail sales price of the Work. Publisher shall proceed at its own expense to manufacture, warehouse, and 
distribute the Work. An estimated quantity of _________ copies of the published Work are expected to be sold to 
students the first year.  As long as this Agreement is in effect, Co-Author will not, without written consent of 
Publisher, prepare or assist in the preparation of any other work which might in any way interfere or conflict with 
the preparation or sale of any Work covered by this Agreement. CO-AUTHOR and Publisher agree that the terms 
of this Agreement shall bind the executor, administrators, and assigns of CO-AUTHOR and the successors and 
assigns of Publisher. In the event that more than one person is party to this Agreement as CO-AUTHOR, any 
surviving person or persons party to this Agreement as CO-AUTHOR shall have full power and authority to 
revise Work at Publisher's request, without the consent of the estates of any deceased persons party to this 
Agreement as CO-AUTHOR. Upon publication, Artwork shall remain the property of Publisher. As long as this 
Agreement is in effect, AUTHOR will not, without written consent of Publisher, prepare or assist in the 
preparation of any other work which might in any way interfere or conflict with the preparation, sale, or timely 
revision of any Work covered by this Agreement. Publisher shall not be liable for delays in publication caused by 
shortages of labor or materials, fires, acts of God, governmental restrictions, or similar or dissimilar circumstances 
beyond its control. 
 
4. ROYALTY. Publisher agrees to pay CO-AUTHOR royalties in the amount of $_____ per book sold. No royalties 
shall be paid on non-revenue copies of the Work (e.g., copies provided for review, advertising and promotion, 
complimentary samples or like purposes), on free extracts, on copies returned to Publisher for any reason, on 
copies destroyed by fire or water, or on copies disposed of at or below the net price less royalty. 
 
5. PAYMENT OF ROYALTIES.  Publisher agrees to pay royalties semi-annually in March and October. Royalties 
for textbooks sold during the fall/summer semesters (or comparable terms) are issued on March 15th. Royalties for 
textbooks sold during the spring semester (or comparable term) are issued on October 15th.  

 



6. RIGHTS. CO-AUTHOR grants and assigns to Publisher the sole and exclusive right to publish, cause to be 
published, sell and license others to sell the Work throughout the world, in book or other printed form, and by 
exclusive right extends to publication and production in the English language and in any other language, and 
includes all revisions and future editions of the Work, all renewals and extensions of the copyright, and the right 
to transfer the Work to any other imprints of Publisher. 
 
7. ARBITRATION. If either party believes the other party has not performed according to the terms of this 
Agreement, the party shall give written notice to the other party specifying the failure. The party receiving the 
notice shall have sixty days after such receipt in which to come into compliance with the terms of the Agreement 
or any amendments thereto. This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws of the state of 
California. Any controversy or claim arising out of this Agreement or the breach thereof shall be settled by 
arbitration in Redding, California, in accordance with rules then in force of the American Arbitration Association. 
 
8. COPYRIGHT. Upon publication, Publisher shall copyright the Work in its name, in conformance with United 
States law and the Universal Copyright convention. Publisher is authorized to execute all documents that may be 
necessary or appropriate to register copyright of the Work or to record the transfer of any rights under copyright 
in any manner provided for by law throughout the world. 
 
9. INFRINGEMENT. Publisher shall, in its discretion, prosecute any copyright infringement and share any 
recovered monies, after deduction of all legal fees and costs, from such actions equally with CO-AUTHOR. 
 
10. TRANSFER OF RIGHTS. Publisher has the sole authority to grant, assign, license, or otherwise transfer rights 
in and to the Work, including but not limited to reprinting, abridgement, condensation, lecture use of material, 
translations, sound recording, radio, television, motion picture, slides, film, stage, microfilm, microfiche, and use 
in information storage, processing, transmission, and retrieval systems. Proceeds received for the sale of 
electroplates, type, or negatives which are the property of Publisher, shall be retained by Publisher. The proceeds 
from the granting of rights shall be divided equally between AUTHOR and Publisher. 
 
11. DURATION. This Agreement shall continue for the full term of the copyrights of the Work and any renewals 
thereof. Publisher shall retain all artwork, permissions, or other portions of the Work which were obtained, 
produced, or purchased by it. 
 
12. MISCELLANEOUS. Any notice given hereunder shall be sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, 
addressed to the parties at their respective addresses stated in this Agreement. All persons executing this 
Agreement as CO-AUTHOR will be jointly and severally responsible for the obligations of CO-AUTHOR herein. 
Nothing in this Agreement or in the relationship between Publisher and CO-AUTHOR will be deemed to prevent 
Publisher from publishing works similar to or of the same subject matter as the Work, or to require Publisher to be 
or act as a fiduciary or trustee for CO-AUTHOR. 
 
This written Agreement and any written amendments executed by all parties, contain the entire agreement of the 
parties. In witness whereof, the respective parties have executed this Agreement. 
 
 
____________________________________________________                            _________________________ 
 CO-AUTHOR  Social Security Number 
 
____________________________________________________                            _________________________ 
  CAT PUBLISHING CO.     Date Accepted 
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